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Advanced Endpoint Protection Products for Company and Employee Devices

About Invincea:
Invincea is a venture-backed security software company headquartered in Fairfax, 
Virginia just outside of Washington D.C. The company has been in market with its 
award-winning, FreeSpace™ offering since 2009. In 2011, Invincea was recognized as 
“Most Innovative Company of the Year” at the RSA Conference. The company’s 
approach to combating advanced cyber attacks is recognized as game changing. Its 
technology currently protects nearly 10,000 companies around the globe with many 
more coming online in the near future through its OEM relationship with Dell.

Originally funded by DARPA to build a prototype virtualized web browsing solution, the 
patented technology s has been commercialized under Invincea and is now available to 
companies and governments to provide the strongest protection against the single 
largest threat they face: cyber breach.

Gartner Group recently predicted major market adoption for solutions such as 
Invincea’s. According to Neil MacDonald from Gartner, “By year-end 2016, 20% of 
enterprises will implement windows containment mechanisms for end users handling 
untrusted content…”

Our Vision Statement: Create security without limits. Free users while protecting them from targeted and unknown threats.

Our Mission Statement: To stop cyber attacks while enabling users to be safe and productive online.

Our Core Values

Customer driven: We push the envelope to thwart attackers with the customer in mind and are ultra-responsive to their 
needs. We believe that truly effective security should be front and center, but effortless to the user.

Frictionless: We are easy to do business with at EVERY level

Revolutionary and innovative: We eschew check-box and reactive security approaches. We refuse to believe the 
assertion that “prevention is a failed strategy.” Conventional wisdom that new and unknown threats cannot be stopped 
isn’t good enough for us. We are working to regain dominance over the adversary and won’t give up or give in.

Impactful: We do what we do for the greater good – for the safety and productivity of the business and the user. We are 
contributors to the greater security community using our expertise and the insight collected by our deployments world-
wide. We support defense-in-depth.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

CEOCFO: Mr. Ghosh, what is the concept behind Invincea?
Mr. Ghosh: Invincea is a software security company. We sell advanced endpoint protection products for companies 
specifically for their employees’ devices. The spaces that we operate in is the advanced threat protection space, which 
are targeted attacks against companies. Our technology is unique in the sense that we do not require prior knowledge or 
signatures of threats. Most security products need a priori knowledge of the threat in order to detect it. Our approach 
using containerization of applications actually stops these threats without requiring prior knowledge of threats.

Anup Ghosh - CEO
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CEOCFO: How were you able to do so?
Mr. Ghosh: What we do is we take the applications that users use to go online with, and we put them into secure virtual 
containers. What that really means is if you go online and click on a link or simply browse the web, if the link turns out to 
be malicious or the web page is hosting malicious content, it will download and run inside our secure virtual container, 
which you can think of as a detonation chamber for bombs. When the malware detonates, so to speak, it detonates inside 
of our chamber. We are able to see it, we contain it, and we kill it. We then  collect forensic artifacts from the virtual 
infection and we send them to an on-premises server or cloud-hosted service for analysis.

CEOCFO: Has this approach been tried previously?
Mr. Ghosh: Antivirus solutions have dominated the security landscape for the last two decades. Antivirus products are 
predicated on the notion that if a person somewhere gets infected, you can capture the infection and create a signature 
from that infection and then redistribute that signature everywhere else and therefore protect people who have not yet 
been infected. That worked for over a decade until the people who write these exploits caught on to the fact that if they 
change the malware ever so slightly so it actually changed its signature you could defeat these anti-virus techniques. If 
you could get the unique signature on to your target, you would always succeed. Because of that, we see more than 
300,000 new variants of malware released every day, and every new malware variant requires a new signature. The 
antivirus products just can’t keep up with this volume of new malware variants. 

The approach Invincea is taken is relatively new and Invincea is the first to bring it to market and the market leader. 
Others are following, but we have the greatest distribution and marketshare in the space of advanced threat protection for 
endpoints. 

CEOCFO: Where was the technological challenge in creating this containment box?
Mr. Ghosh: The challenge is in effectively isolating common applications like your browser from the operating system it 
runs on without breaking its functionality. What Invincea does is put a layer of software that sits between the browser and 
the operating system, and we control all the interactions between the browser and the operating system, stopping harmful 
actions that a browser hijacked by malware may take against your system and data. 

CEOCFO: Who is using your services today?
Mr. Ghosh: Our software is shipped today on all Dell commercial endpoint devices. If you are an organization that buys 
Dell laptops and desktops, you are getting Invincea software on it. It is white labeled as Dell Data Protection | Protected 
Workspace. Today we have more than 20,000 companies globally that run Invincea software, and over 1.2 million users 
are using Invincea software. It spans every segment you can imagine, but most of our direct customers are in defense 
industrial, financial services, Federal, manufacturing, technology, health care, and energy. 

CEOCFO: Other than it being a new idea, how do you overcome the skepticism when you are speaking with a 
potential new customer?
Mr. Ghosh: We do not find much skepticism on the approach or the technology. Like you said, people get it, and people 
immediately react saying that it makes a lot of sense. The push back really comes from the perception of work involved in 
putting another piece of software on every endpoint device. If you could solve the security problem at the network 
gateway just by scanning traffic that comes in, you would do that. The problem is because when you are looking at 
network traffic only, the only thing you can really do is scan network traffic and look for matches against known patterns. 
That means you cannot really address the unknowns, and targeted attacks. So we work with IT operations and help desk 
teams in addition to the Chief Information Security Officer or Chief Risk Officer to deploy our technology effectively with no 
interruption to the employee user base.  With our relationship with Dell, many companies already have this software on 
their desktop as they are buying replacement laptops and desktops, so it goes a long way to overcoming those objections.

CEOCFO: Do you foresee or are you aiming for contracts with other manufacturers?
Mr. Ghosh: We do foresee future OEM relationships. The market demand for advanced threat protection approaches is 
growing rapidly and more and more the computer manufacturers and traditional security companies are recognizing they 

“In our space, you not only have technology acceleration that everyone deals with in the 
technology space, but you also have an adversary that to compete against. If you are not 
innovating every day, you are falling behind, which means your customers are more 
exposed. Invincea has a unique capability to innovate and develop IP in Invincea Labs and 
accelerate its adoption to market.”- Anup Ghosh
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need a newer approach to addressing targeted threats. The demand is coming from the business leaders themselves. We 
believe we are the right approach to solving this problem, and they are demanding it from their suppliers. 

CEOCFO: Why are you sure this will do the trick?
Mr. Ghosh: Just to give an example, this week we broke a significant story on the use of micro-targeted advertising to 
compromise corporate networks. Advertising pays for the Internet, and most of the websites we go to are advertising 
supported. These websites often do not know what ads are being displayed because the ads are selected in real-time 
based on user profiles. What has happened in the past couple of years is that organized cybercrime gangs have used 
online advertising tools as a way of actually loading malware onto these websites that users visit. More recently, they 
have actually begun to use the micro-targeting strategies to target very specific companies or even individuals within 
companies and wish to serve an ad that contains malware. What we are seeing in just the last four weeks is a significant 
surge of these targeted malvertising exploits against defense companies. These appear to be driven with the motivation to 
get onto these networks to go after intellectual property and infiltrate that IP. We are really the only company in the market 
today that is able to stop these attacks because of our approach and the fact that we live on the endpoint. Network 
monitoring and control solutions cannot address this problem, and it is a problem that is escalating very rapidly. Today it is 
in the defense sector, and tomorrow it will be in the financial services and federal sectors. 

CEOCFO: Tell us a little bit about your international usage?
Mr. Ghosh: Our direct sales strategy today is largely based in North America, which turns out to be a really great market 
for selling security. There are developing markets in Europe and the Middle East and in the Pacific Rim in security. The 
way to sell to these markets is through distributors and resellers in those markets. We have distributor relationships, and 
we also have an online ecommerce shopping cart where we get a lot of international sales as well. Through our 
relationship with Dell, we are shipping our product to 112 different countries around the world. 

CEOCFO: What is Invincea management service for FreeSpace?
Mr. Ghosh: Invincea Management Service provides our customers an enterprise wide management capability for their 
employees using Invincea FreeSpace. The management service allows an administrator to manage software updates by 
groups or individuals. It also receives all the threat reports from each user that visited a malicious site or compromised 
site. Every time a user clicks on a link that turns out to be malicious, a threat report goes up to that management service, 
and a security analyst can now look at the report to understand the threat that was stopped. That is how we discovered 
this malvertising campaign against the defense sector.

CEOCFO: What has changed in your approach or implementation since the beginning? What have you learned as 
your service has been in use?
Mr. Ghosh: We went to market almost four years ago with a product that was based on a hypervisor technology, and 
everyone loved the concept, but the technology actually had a pretty significant footprint on each machine that it ran on. 
As a result, the performance of that product was not great. It took a lot of memory, which meant that it slowed down the 
machine. What we learned is while everyone loved the concept, the actual implementation and architecture is incredibly 
important when it comes to performance and usability. We went back to the drawing board and said we had the right 
concept, but we had the wrong implementation. We needed a different technology so that it would be extremely 
lightweight to not cause any performance degradation. We went back out to market with an extremely lightweight version 
of our original technology that reduced our footprint on the device by two orders of magnitude, and that turned out to be 
the exactly what the market asked for. Without sacrificing anything in security, and significantly enhancing our product’s 
performance and usability, our product gained rapid market acceptance and marketshare.

CEOCFO: What is next for the company?
Mr. Ghosh: We continue to expand our product capabilities to add even more threat detection and intelligence 
capabilities. These capabilities will ultimately subsume the capabilities of antivirus software today with a solution that can 
do prevention, detection and response. 

CEOCFO: How do you keep up with the new technology and potential new devices?
Mr. Ghosh: In our space, you not only have technology acceleration that everyone deals with in the technology space, 
but you also have an adversary that to compete against. The adversary does not have to be well-paid or well-funded, and 
it can be very small shops or single individual. They innovate very fast. On the security side, if you are not innovating 
every day, you are falling behind, which means your customers are more exposed. Invincea invests significantly in R&D to 
make sure that we stay up in front. We have a group called Invincea Labs that is developing generation after next 
technologies in cyber security. Invincea has a unique capability to innovate and develop IP in Invincea Labs and 
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accelerate its adoption to market. Invincea Labs work is funded by agencies like DARPA that fund only really hard 
problems in national security interests. We have been been successful in bringing this innovation to market through our 
commercial products.

CEOCFO: How is business?
Mr. Ghosh: Business has been brisk. We closed out our best quarter ever in the third quarter this year, and we think it is 
really a sign of the market that is rapidly accelerating next generation technology for countering cyber threats. I think the 
market is near the end of its rope with traditional signature-based security technology, and it is actively acquiring solutions 
that can defeat advanced threat attacks.

CEOCFO:. Why choose Invincea?
Mr. Ghosh: If you look at the last couple of years in the security space, you see a number of security companies that 
have gone public including FireEye and Palo Alto Networks. The public markets are very hungry for a new generation of 
security companies; and I think what you will see is they are anxiously awaiting better solutions. Even these network 
security companies are recognizing that technology has languished on the endpoint and the market for endpoint security 
is very large and ready for disruption. I think the type of software we are developing will ultimately be very disruptive to the 
traditional players i the endpoint security space, and will see broad adoption throughout the enterprise space and 
ultimately consumer space.

CEOCFO: Final thoughts?
Mr. Ghosh: Pay attention to what is going on in endpoint security, and I think you will see some major shifts in the 
landscape. I believe Invincea will be at the center of these tectonic shifts as the technology from yesteryear gets swapped 
out for more effective solutions like Invincea.

BIO: Anup Ghosh, Ph.D., is Founder and CEO at Invincea. Prior to founding Invincea, he was a Program Manager at the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) where he created and managed an extensive portfolio of cyber 
security programs.

He has previously held roles as Chief Scientist in the Center for Secure Information Systems at George Mason University 
and as Vice President of Research at Cigital, Inc. Anup has published more than 40 peer-reviewed articles in cyber 
security journals.

He is a frequent on-air contributor to CNN, CNBC, NPR and Bloomberg TV. A number of major media outlets carry his 
commentaries on cyber security issues including the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Forbes, Associated Press, 
FoxNews and USA Today.

Ghosh has served on the Naval Studies Board and the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, informing the future of 
American cyber-defenses.
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